Recorded by ZOMBIE NATION

KERNKRAFT 400

By EMANUEL GUENTHER
and FLORIAN SENFTER
Arranged by PAUL LAVENDER
Perc. arr. by WILL RAPP

Techno Dance Groove

Chants, Cheers – repeat as needed

Zomb-IE! Zomb-IE! Zomb-IE! Zomb-IE na-tion!

Repeat as needed

Drums
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ELECTRIC BASS

Techno Dance Groove

Drums
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Recorded by ZOMBIE NATION
By EMANUEL GUENTHER
and FLORIAN SENFTER
Arranged by PAUL LAVENDER
Perc. arr. by WILL RAPPA

Techno Dance Groove

Hi-Hat

Drums

Chants, Cheers – repeat as needed

Repeat as needed
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KERNKRAFT 400

By EMANUEL GUENTHER
and FLORIAN SENFTER
Arranged by PAUL LAVENDER
Perc. arr. by WILL RAPP

Techno Dance Groove

Hold for S.D. (This part for extra players)

Section Divides
* = Brush Type Stroke  ○ = Open

21 Chants, Cheers – repeat as needed

29 Repeat as needed

Drums

Crunch
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